How Do I Create a Bias-Free Learning Environment?

Early Childhood Question Corner

The early childhood program environment should look and feel welcoming for all children and should reflect the diverse world in which we live. In addition to being bright, colorful, safe and clean, it should include children’s artwork and show the diversity of the world through the program’s abundant supply of age-appropriate toys, dolls, books, magazines, pictures and musical instruments. Because what is in the environment, as well as what is absent, provides children with essential information about who and what is important, every effort should be made to create a setting that is rich in possibilities for exploring diversity.

Creating a learning environment that respects diversity sets the scene for fostering children’s positive self-concept and attitudes. Such an environment assists children in developing positive ideas about themselves and others, creates the conditions under which children initiate conversations about differences, and provides the setting for introducing activities about differences and creating fair and inclusive communities.

Environments that provide opportunities to explore cultural diversity include baskets, pillows, jewelry made from a variety of materials, puppets, rugs, wall hangings, eating and cooking utensils, recordings of music in many languages and other objects that reflect the world’s cultures. Children can explore diversity in family structure, gender roles, and abilities if their environment contains materials such as dolls, books, dress-up clothes, puzzles, manipulatives, and dramatic play materials that depict a variety of family structures, gender roles,
and people with a variety of disabilities. The following guidelines suggest the
types of images that are desirable in an early childhood environment in order to
create an inclusive, diverse setting:

- images of the children and their families and/or caregivers as well as images of staff
- images that accurately reflect people's current daily lives in the United States, including home, work and recreation
- images of children and adults that represent all groups in the children's community
- images of all the cultural groups across the United States and in the world
- images that show people of various cultural groups and ages engaged in both similar and different activities
- images that reflect diversity in gender roles
- images that show diversity in family styles and configurations
- images that depict diversity of abilities and body types
- images that counter stereotypes

When deciding which materials to include in the early childhood programs, it is
important not to inadvertently display pictures, books or objects that reinforce stereotypes; for example, seek out an image that shows a male, Mexican physician instead of a Mexican man in a sombrero taking a siesta. Show people within cultural groups enjoying a range of customs and activities, living in a variety of settings and belonging to various socioeconomic groups as well as single-parent, two-parent or extended family homes. In addition, it is important not to confuse images of past ways of life of a group with their contemporary life, or confuse images of people's ceremonial/holiday lives with their daily lives. This confusion exists in early childhood materials that focus almost exclusively on "minority" group holidays; to avoid such confusion, for example, show a Native American
Finding effective anti-bias materials that reflect many cultural groups in a nonstereotypical manner can be difficult, even for schools with adequate budgets and access to educational materials. Consider having parents, family members and other members of the community donate or make materials that can be used in the classroom, program or center. Make sure that the materials are good matches for what children already know, correspond to their age, need for concrete, hands-on learning, and that cultural groups are represented equally. Taking the time to create such environments will help convey to children that all people are valuable.

As part of creating an inclusive learning environment, consider this tip from Marian, a pre-K – 8th grade school psychologist in Haledon, NJ: “I think that the language teachers use in their classrooms and in other interactions with students is very important. For example, I use terms such as people of color, people with disabilities as opposed to disabled people, and wheelchair-users as opposed to wheelchair-bound. My school has many students who come from single-parent homes, live with guardians, grandparents and same-sex parents. I use language such as caregiver, a grown-up in your home, or the person in charge, rather than just using the term parents. I use inclusive language not only to promote diversity, but also as an educational tool.”